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For domain independent planners used in research, PDDL is often used to represent or
model a particular domain that the planner is applied to. lt is well know that the
representation of a (planning) problem has a bearing on how efficiently the problem is
solved. This thesis studies the trarrslations that can be made between the classical
representation (PDDL) and three other popular representation schemes: SAS+, set theoretic
and Finite State Machine representations, in order to explore what translations might result
in a representation that makes solving the planning problem easier.

This thesis forms a very relevant and timely piece of work, addressing as it does the
relationship between the domain representation and issues in plan generation, as well as
touching on issues in knowledge engineering. ln Chapter 3, after introductory chapters, the
author introduced and defined the 4 representations schemes. This was fine, though I was
not quite sure why one identical very simple example domain modelwas not used? lnstead
there seemed to be versions of the same domain used. Chapter 4 is useful in that it specifies
some of the translations between representation schemes, and discuss how straightfonalard
these might be. Chapter 5 seemed to be the heart of the thesis. This looked specifically at
the problem of reformulation into a SAS representation using analysis on goal achievement
to inform it, using the h2 heuristic to find mutex pairs of atoms. Chapter 6 studies the use of
constraint models for the same end, for planners which produce a plan sequence and those
that produce a step-parallel plan. Though this appeared insightfulwork, I was concerned
when reading this that the author's breadth of concern was too wide: for example (page 84)
the ideas imported from plan space planning seems a little rushed and not too well explained
(subject matter for another thesis perhaps?).

Regarding the thesis's structure and form, this was satisfactory. Concepts were built up and
generally explained well, The text was generally clear, and backed up by appropriate
references. The author shows an authoritative grasp of the area. The thesis contains a good
blend of theory with empirical evaluation, which looked sound as far as I could judge.

Some minor adjustments to the thesis could improve its quality - there are some language
and grammatical issues, though these are minor. Perhaps some clarity on the concerns
raised below would help also.

My concerns and opinions that can be used as questions in the viva, are as follows:

- One could argue that the thesis is not so well focused and is more of a "collection of
what the author has done" than a coherent, sharply focussed thesis. What does the
author believe is the main coherent contribution? Related to this: the
recommendations and future work etc allseem very detailed and narrow. Can the
author give a short account of the general "lessons learned" for the community e.g. to
what extent does the author believe the scope and expressiveness of planning can
be improved by clever re-representation (e.9. with benchmark domains) ?

- There seems to be some confusion about "expressive power" - in chapter 3 the 4
notations are asserted to be equivalent, then in chapter 4 it is asserted that "Classical
representation is more expressive than set-theoretic". I think (as also state further
down) the means compactness here - is that the case?



- I have concerns that the full literature was not used:

o For example, alot of work on planning with finite state machine - type
representations was done in the GIPO project (Simpson et al's KER 2007
journal paper on GIPO). The state - machine view here was used to illustrate
decomposition of the system that was based on object claes. There does not
seem to be a consideration of this work; given the contribution 1. on page 5
this seems odd. Also Porteous's work in the early 90's on sort abstracted
representations - which was like a lifted SAS - was not considered. In the
footnote on page 24, TIM is described as a planner, whereas it was a tool for
inputting a STRIPS modeland extracting type information from it.

o There seems to be some comparative discussion missing (l might have
missed it!?) about certain works that investigate the discovery of structural
information in the form of mutex type knowledge [chapter 5]. For example
goal ordering - or finding knowledge about the achievement of groups of
subgoals, has been studied at least since the work of lrani and Cheng from as

early as IJCAI 87 (or further to the 1977 IJCAI work of Dm,vson and Siklossy).

There was one reference to Landmarks, but I do not think this is sufficient.
Some of these works extract this kind of knowledge online in the presence of
the specific problem so it is related - how do the techniques used in these
historicalworks compare to the techniques the author has lnvestigated?

ln summary,lhe thesis contributes an original and significant contribution to the area, and
the author is working at PhD level or beyond. The amount of work reported on in the thesis is
substantial, and the technicaldifficulty is high. Hence I recommend, subiectto a
satisfacfo ry pertormance at the Viva, that he be awarded the Doctorate, NB: in taking
this view I assume that this thesis is allthe author's own words * I am a little wary as in the
introduction it is stated that parts of the thesis have or are being published in multi-authors
pepers. I guess it is the job of the viva to confirm this is all the author's own work.
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